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SLS Block Commonality 
Launch Abort System 
 
Commonality of Payload Interfaces 
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Evolutionary Path to Future Capabilities 
•  Minimizes unique configurations 
•  Allows incremental development 
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Core 
Common design, & manufacturing 
Avionics & Software 
• Builds on Ares  heritage 
Evolutionary Path to Future Capabilities 
•  Minimizes unique configurations 
•  Allows incremental development 
•  Evolve for Expanding Mission Capability 
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The Path To Mars 
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SLS Benefits Outer Planets Exploration 
70 t Configuration 
105 t Configuration 
130 t Configuration 
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SLS_OPAG.6 
70 t SLS Shaves 5 
Years off the Cruise 
Time for Titan Saturn 
System Mission 
70 t SLS Shaves 4 Years 
off the Cruise Time for 
Uranus Orbiter and 
Probe 
 
SLS Offers Reduced Transit Times to Outer Planets 
70 t SLS Reduces 
Transit Time to 
Europa From 7.2 
to 2.7 Years 
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Space Habitat Deep Space Telescope Asteroid Rendezvous GEO Servicing 
SLS Mission Capabilities 
 
Solar Probe Mars Cargo Lander Mars Sample Return Humans to Mars 
Europa Clipper Uranus Spacecraft Enceladus Return Interstellar 
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Summary 
 
u SLS provides capability for human exploration 
missions. 
• 70 t configuration enables EM-1 and EM-2 flight tests. 
• Evolved configurations enable missions including humans to 
Mars. 
u SLS offers unrivaled benefits for a variety of 
missions. 
• 70 t provides greater mass lift than any contemporary launch 
vehicle; 130 t offers greater lift than any launch vehicle ever. 
• With 8.4m and 10m fairings, SLS will over greater volume lift 
capability than any other vehicle. 
• Initial ICPS configuration and future evolution will offer high C3 for 
beyond-Earth missions. 
u SLS is currently on schedule for first launch in 
December 2017. 
• Preliminary design completed in July 2013; SLS is now in 
implementation. 
• Manufacture and testing are currently underway. 
• Hardware now exists representing all SLS elements. 8 
